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Abstract 
We report a novel investigation on the structural, electronic and magnetic properties 
of highly-oriented-pyrolytic-graphite (HOPG) by employing STM/S, TEM and 
SQUID. Van Hove singularities (vHs) were identified by STS-acquisition of 
local-density-of-states spectra (LDOS) acquired from moiré-superlattice-periodicities 
D ~0.5 nm ( rot ~28.6º), ~2 nm ( rot of ~7.08º) and ~ 4 nm ( rot ~3.6º). A possible 
interlayer-coupling- or moiré-thickness-induced variation of the 
vHs-separation-parameter was identified. Investigation of the spatial-distribution of 
the moiré-superlattices by exfoliation revealed also D ~13.87 nm ( rot ~1.02º), ~13.0 
nm ( rot ~1.09º), ~12.65 nm ( rot ~1.12º) and ~2.03 nm ( rot ~7.0º). These 
observations were further supported by additional LDOS spectra acquired on HOPG 
from moiré-superlattice-periodicities D ~8 nm ( rot ~1.8º). In the latter, the unusual 
presence of four vHs peaks evidenced the existence of multiple rotational effects 
between internal sublattices. Extended analyses were further performed by T-XRD 
from 12K to 298K. Unknown peak-features exhibiting unusual T-dependent shifts 
were analysed at 2 ~ 21º (Fig.6A-C) and ~ 43 º (Fig.6D). ZFC and FC-signals from 
the exfoliated lamellae further evidenced an anisotropic ferromagnetic behaviour, 
possibly involving the coexistence of 1) disorder induced percolative ferromagnetism 
and 2) additional magnetic components arising from the locally twisted sublattices, 
which were found to exhibit the moiré superlattices. 
 
 





The recent observations of superconductive and ferromagnetic phenomena in twisted 
bilayer graphene have attracted significant attention in the areas of condensed matter 
physics and materials science [1-6]. Presence of rotational misorientation (1°   twist 
  10°) between graphene layers gives rise to moiré superlattices with consequent 
appearance of van Hove singularities (vHs) in the local density of states (LDOS) 
spectra acquired with scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS). [1-10]. Interestingly, 
vHs peaks were successfully identified already in 2010 by Li et al. in LDOS spectra 
acquired from hexagonal moiré superlattices (Dmoiré ~7.7 nm [5]) in cleaved highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). Comparable moiré superlattices were further 
reported in 2012 by Brihuega et al. in few-layers graphene (Dmoiré ~1.5 nm, ~ 2.2 nm, 
~ 4.1 nm and 10.1 nm [10]). By applying the equation a/2D=sin(/2) [7-10] where a 
is the basal lattice constant of HOPG (~ 0.247 nm), D is the period of the moiré 
pattern and  is the rotational angle, the following rotational angles rot ~ 1.8º [5] and 
~ 9.6º, 6.4º, 3.5º, 1.4º [10] were identified on the basis of the scanning tunnelling 
microscopy acquisitions (STM) [5, 10]. Comparable hexagonal moiré superlattices 
were reported in HOPG also by Kuwabara et al. in 1990 (D ~ 7.7 nm, rot ~ 1.8º) [7], 
by Patil et al. in 2017 (D ~ 6.8 nm, ~ 8.4 nm, ~ 9.2 nm corresponding to rot ~ 2.1º, 
1.7º and 1.5º) [8] and by Flores et al. in 2013 (D ~ 4.8 nm, ~ 1.5 nm corresponding to 
rot ~ 2.9º, 9.4º) [9]. VHs singularities were further reported at room-temperature by 
Zhang et al. in exfoliated HOPG [11]. 
Interestingly, a model of quasi-two-dimensional (2D) interfaces, namely the Burgers–
Bragg–Read–Shockley (BBRS) dislocation model [12], was proposed by Esquinazi et 
al. in order to explain the origin of unusual superconductive-like effects observed at 
high temperature in HOPG [13-17].  
Also, anomalous negative thermal expansion and saturation effects at low temperature 
have been recently reported by our group in this class of materials by employing 
temperature dependent X-ray diffraction (T-XRD) [24]. Being interested in 
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investigating further the structural properties of those HOPG samples exhibiting such 
an unusual thermal expansion effect, we have performed a novel investigation by 
employing STM, STS, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and T-XRD. 
By employing STS, we investigated the local density of states (LDOS) properties of 
sample-areas exhibiting moiré superlattices, identified by STM on the surface of as 
purchased-HOPG; this method allowed for the observation of vHs in those locally 
twisted sample-regions. Precisely LDOS analyses were performed on moiré 
superlattices with periodicity D of ~ 4 nm ( rot of ~ 3.6º), ~ 2 nm ( rot of ~ 7.08º) and 
~ 0.5 nm ( rot of ~ 28.6º). The vHs-separation parameter was investigated for a fixed 
rotational angle ( rot of ~ 3.6º) which was identified in multiple surface areas of the 
same HOPG sample. Investigation of the spatial distributions of the moiré 
superlattices within the HOPG sublattices was further performed by employing TEM 
on exfoliated lamellae. These measurements allowed the frequent identification of 
other hexagonal periodicities D of ~ 13.87 nm ( rot of ~ 1.02º), ~ 13.0 nm ( rot of ~ 
1.09º), ~ 12.65 nm ( rot of ~ 1.12º) and ~ 2.03 nm ( rot of ~ 7.0º). These observations 
were further supported by additional LDOS spectra acquired from 
moiré-superlattice-periodicities D ~8 nm ( rot ~1.8º). In the latter, unusual presence 
of four vHs peaks highlighted existence of multiple rotational effects between internal 
sublattices. An HOPG sample with mosaic-angle and grade (grade B) identical to 
those analysed with STM/STS (grade A, B) and exhibiting negative thermal 
expansion was further investigated by T-XRD from 12K to 298K. While these data 
were previously reported in ref.24, here we present an extended analysis on 
peak-features and 2-regions not previously reported. In particular, we highlight the 
presence of two unknown peak features for 2 ~ 21º and ~ 43 º and their temperature 
dependent characteristics. Also, we evidence the observation of a not-previously 
reported exfoliation-induced distortion of the hexagonal moiré superlattices in some 
of the lamellae. We attribute this phenomenon to an enhanced topological disorder 
created by the directional shear forces which are present during the tape-exfoliation 
process. Zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) magnetic measurements 
acquired with superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry 
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from those samples, revealed a not previously reported anisotropic ferromagnetic 
behaviour.  
By applying the mFC-mZFC subtraction method, a transition could be detected at ~ 
50K. The significant anisotropic trend of the acquired signals, evidences additional 
magnetic components (for lamella-layers-orientation perpendicular to the applied 
magnetic field) possibly arising from the locally twisted sublattices exhibiting moiré 
superlattices. The possible presence of variable periodic stacking between twisted 
sublattices may play also a significant role in inducing shifts in the expected values of 
the magic angle required for observation of orbital ferromagnetic ordering (rot ~ 1.2º 
[27]) and exotic ferromagnetism (rot ~ 1.8º [4]). 
 
2 Experimental 
HOPG samples of grade A,B with dimensions of 5 x 5 x 1 mm and mosaic angles of 
0.5°, 0.8° ± 0.2° were purchased from XFNANO, INC China. STM and STS 
measurements were performed on the surface of the as purchased HOPG sample by 
employing a USM 1300-He3 instrument at 77K. The lamellae used for the 
comparative investigation of the spatial moiré distribution were prepared through 
tape-exfoliation (following the method reported in ref. [20]) and analysed by TEM 
and SQUID. TEM images were acquired with a 200 kV American FEI Tecnai G2F20. 
SQUID, ZFC and FC magnetic signals were acquired by employing a Quantum 
design instrument from 2K to 300K.  
T-XRD measurements were performed on HOPG samples with identical grade (grade 
B) to those analysed with STM/S by employing a PANalytical Empyrean powder 
X-ray diffractometer (Cu K-=0.15406 nm), equipped with a primary Johansson 
monochromator, an Oxford Cryosystems PheniX cryostat operating under vacuum 
below 10
-2
 Pa, and a X’celerator linear detector, from 12 K to 298 K (12 K, 20 K, 30 
K, 40 K, 50 K, 60 K, 70 K, 80 K , 90 K, 100 K, 120 K, 140 K, 160 K, 180 K, 200 K, 
220 K, 240 K, 260 K, 280 K and 298 K). 




3 Results and Discussion 
Hexagonal moiré superlattices were identified in locally twisted surficial-areas of 
HOPG (as purchased) by STM, as shown in Fig.1. Locally twisted surficial areas 
revealed periodicities D of ~ 0.5 nm ( rot of ~ 28.6º in Fig.1A-D), ~ 2 nm ( rot of ~ 
7.08º in Fig.1G,H) and ~ 4 nm ( rot of ~ 3.6º see Fig.2A-C). LDOS spectra acquired 
from the areas exhibiting  rot of ~ 28.6º and  rot of ~ 7.08º are shown in Fig.1E,F and 
Fig.1I. Broad peak-features (see Fig.1E,F and Fig.1I) corresponding to the vHs were 
detected within the first two types of moiré areas (see Fig.1A-D, Fig.1G-H), instead 
sharp peaks in the LDOS spectra were acquired from the moiré areas with D ~ 4 nm 
( rot of ~ 3.6º, Fig.2A-C) as shown in Fig.2D-F. The variable intensity and especially 
the weaker vHs contribution observed for  rot of ~ 28.6º can be ascribed to the larger 
value of  rot [6, 10, 21].  
The scans 1-5 in Fig.2D-F represent the spectra acquired from 5 different moiré areas 
which exhibited a comparable  rot of ~ 3.6º. It is evident the appearance of sharp 
peaks corresponding to the vHs.   
Considering the dimensions of the analysed HOPG are ~ 5 mm x ~ 5 mm x 1 mm, it 
is important to comment also on the possible effects of the multi-layered nature of the 
sample on the as-measured position of the vHs in the LDOS spectra. Interestingly 
significant shifts in the peak-position of the vHs were found in areas with comparable 
 rot of ~ 3.6º. Specifically, the LDOS spectra acquired from 5 different areas 
exhibiting moiré superlattices with D ~ 4 nm are shown with higher detail in 
Fig.3A-E. A clear shift in the position of the vHs could be detected by calculating the 
vHs-separation, as shown in Fig.3F. Interestingly, a previous report by Brihuega et al. 
[10] highlighted an important dependence of the singularities-peak-position on the 
local interlayer distances between graphene layers and therefore on the values of the 
interlayer coupling parameter (interlayer potential) [10].  
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In addition to this interpretation, the thickness (i.e. number of periodically-twisted 
layers) of the analysed moiré areas may influence the outcome of the acquired LDOS 
spectra [10,19]. This particular aspect was computed in a recent work by Khalaf et al. 
[19], by considering a model of alternating-twist in multilayer graphene. It was shown 
that by considering ne sequences of magic angles and multiplying the twisted bilayer 
graphene magic angles by 2cos ( k/ n+1) (with k = 1,…..,ne), significant shifts in the 
magic angle values could be found, obtaining √  for n = 3 and 2 for n    . 
In an attempt to gain additional insights on the spatial distribution of the hexagonal 
moiré superlattices within the sublattices of the HOPG sample, additional 
investigation was performed in lamellae exfoliated from inner regions. By employing 
TEM, other locally twisted areas exhibiting hexagonal moiré superlattices could be 
frequently identified, as shown in Fig.4A-H. Hexagonal moiré superlattices (see 
Fig.4A-C and magenta circles in Fig.4B) with periodicities of ~ 13.87 nm in Fig.4D 
( rot of ~ 1.02º), ~ 13.0 nm in Fig.4G,H ( rot of ~ 1.09º), ~ 12.65 nm in Fig.4E,F ( rot 
of ~ 1.12º) and ~ 2.03 nm in Fig.4E,F ( rot of ~ 7.0º) were found. The observed moiré 
periodicities resemble those reported by Li et al. [5], Kuwabara et al. [7], Patil et al. 
[8] and Brihuega et al. [10]. In particular in Fig.4G-H note the sudden disappearance 
of the hexagonal superlattice, which highlights the locality of the twisting effect (i.e. 
locally twisted areas, or stacking-faults) in an otherwise Bernal system. 
Additional analyses were then sought by STM on comparable locally twisted areas 
exhibiting multiple rotational effects, in analogy with those observed in Fig.4E,F by 
TEM. These analyses are shown in Fig.5. The STM measurements revealed also in 
this case the presence of hexagonal moiré superlattices with periods D of ~ 8 nm ( rot 
of ~ 1.8º) as shown in Fig.5A,B. Average LDOS spectra were acquired on the blue 
dashed lines, as shown in Fig.5C,D. Note the appearance of 4 sharp peaks 
corresponding to the vHs. The presence of peaks 1 and 4 in proximity of the vHs 
peaks expected for  rot of ~ 1.8º (peaks 2 and 3), appears to be an indicator of 
multiple rotational effects possibly arising from other twisted internal sublattices, in 
analogy to the case observed in Fig.4E,F. 
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Extended analyses were then performed on the T-XRD dataset acquired from an 
HOPG sample with grade B from 12K to 298K, identical to those analysed with 
STM/STS (grade A,B) and exhibiting negative thermal expansion [24]. Unknown 
peak-features (not reported in ref.24) were found at 2 ~ 21º (Fig.6A-C) and ~ 43 º 
(Fig.6A, D). Interestingly, the plots presented in Fig.6E, F (indicating the 
T-dependent variation of the 2 peak position) revealed a peak shift analogous to that 
of the 002 reflection in the T-range from T~160K to T~298K. Deviation from the 
T-dependent trend reported in ref.24 for the 002 peak-reflection was then found below 
T~160K. This is shown in Fig.6E and ESI Fig.S1,2 for 2 ~ 21º and in Fig.6F for 2 ~ 
43
 º
. This observation differs from the trend reported in ref. [24], where an anomalous 
negative-thermal-expansion effect was found from ~12 K to ~50 K. This result may 
possibly represent an indicator of multiple graphitic phases (i.e. coexistence of Bernal 
ordering and locally rotated sublattices as shown in Figs.1-5) contributing to the 
thermal expansion process and implies that the interlayer potential parameter may 
also vary with the temperature.  
Further TEM-analyses were then performed in an attempt to investigate possible 
superlattices-modification induced by the shear forces involved in the exfoliation 
process. As shown in Fig.7A-D these measurements allowed the identification of a 
not-previously reported distortion of the hexagonal moiré superlattices in some of the 
exfoliated lamellae; this effect appears to be a possible indicator of topological 
disorder induced by the exfoliation process (see also Fig.7B-D).  
Further characterization of this latter type of samples was sought by employing 
SQUID magnetometry. The ZFC and FC magnetic signals acquired from the 
exfoliated lamella are shown in Fig.7E,F with sample-layers-orientation parallel 
(Fig.7E) and perpendicular (Fig.7F) to the applied field.  
According to the percolative theory reported in ref. 22, uncorrelated ferromagnetic 
clusters can be observed below a certain temperature T∗ in presence of topological 
disorder, leading to finite values of Ms(temperature T, applied field H), Mrem(T,H), 
and M(T,H) [22]. As the temperature decreases, ferromagnetic correlations develop 
on a larger scale, and eventually a long-range ferromagnetic order emerges. The 
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ZFC-FC magnetization irreversibility shown in Fig.7E-G evidences an enlargement of 
pre-existing ferromagnetic clusters below 50K. It is noticeable the presence of an 
unusual anisotropic behaviour in the value of the magnetic moment measured in the 
ZFC and FC curves (in Fig.7E,F) [22-23,25]. By subtracting the magnetic moment of 
the ZFC curve to the magnetic moment of the FC curve (i.e. mFC – mZFC 
[22,23,25]), a transition common to both the sample orientations could be detected at 
~ 50K in Fig.7G. It is however important to notice the significant anisotropic 
behaviour, evidenced by the red and black subtraction-plots (in Fig.7G), which seems 
indicative of additional magnetic components arising at low temperature. 
The observed enhanced magnetic contribution (for sample-layers-orientation 
perpendicular to the applied field) may be attributable to the locally twisted 
sublattices shown in Figs.1,2,4,5. As evidenced by the STS measurements in Fig.3, 
the possible presence of variable periodic stacking between twisted sublattices may 
play also a significant role in inducing shifts in the expected values of the magic angle 
required for observation of orbital ferromagnetic ordering (expected value for twisted 
bilayer graphene, TBG rot ~ 1.2º [27]) or exotic ferromagnetism (expected value for 
TBG rot ~ 1.8º [4]) and for superconductivity (expected value for TBG rot ~ 1.09º 
[1]).  
Together with these observations, it is also important to mention that an enhancement 
in the relative abundance of rhombohedral phases (ABCA stacking) can occur as a 
consequence of the exfoliation process; this effect has been recently shown in 
presence of shear forces, during exfoliation of multilayer graphene [28-30]. 
Further, a recent work by Kerelsky et al. [31] has demonstrated that micrometre-scale 
regions of uniform rhombohedral (four-layer, ABCA) graphene can be obtained under 
certain conditions of small twist-angles (<0.1°) between two Bernal-bilayers. 
Existence of a ferrimagnetic state within the topmost layer and of an 
antiferromagnetic ordering across the topmost and bottommost layer was further 
reported in conditions of zero displacement-field [31]. On the basis of these reports, 
we can not exclude the presence of possible weak contributions arising from 
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rhombohedral impurities. This aspect will be carefully investigated in our future 
work.   
 
4 Conclusion 
In conclusion we reported a novel investigation of the electronic and magnetic 
properties of HOPG samples exhibiting negative thermal expansion properties, by 
employing STM, STS, TEM, T-XRD and SQUID. We demonstrated presence of vHs 
singularities identified in the LDOS spectra acquired from moiré-superlattices with 
periodicity D ~ 4 nm ( rot of ~ 3.6º), ~ 2 nm ( rot of ~ 7.08º) and ~ 0.5 nm ( rot of ~ 
28.6º). A variation in the vHs-separation was further found in STS measurements 
performed in multiple-moiré-areas exhibiting comparable  rot ~ 3.6º. The variation of 
this parameter was attributed to 1) local changes in the interlayer coupling parameter 
and 2) local variation of the thickness (i.e. periodic stacking of twisted layers) of the 
moiré areas and 3) possible variation of the twisting angle in the internal sublattices. 
The spatial-sublattice-distribution of the moiré-superlattices was further investigated 
by TEM of exfoliated lamellae and allowed the identification of periodicities D of ~ 
13.87 nm ( rot ~1.02º), ~ 13.0 nm ( rot ~1.09º), ~ 12.65 nm ( rot ~1.12º) and ~ 2.03 
nm ( rot ~ 7.0º). T-XRD revealed the presence of unknown peak features exhibiting 
significant T-induced shifts towards lower 2 values as the temperature increased 
from ~160K to ~298K, together with an unusual low-temperature saturation effect. 
ZFC and FC magnetic signals revealed a significant anisotropic-behaviour in those 
exfoliated lamellae exhibiting an enhanced topological disorder and an unusual 
exfoliation-induced distortion of the moiré superlattices. By subtracting the magnetic 
moment of the ZFC curve to the magnetic moment of the FC curve, a transition 
common to both the sample orientations could be detected at ~ 50K. We evidenced 
the presence of a significant anisotropic behaviour of the acquired signals (for 
lamella-layers-orientation perpendicular to the applied magnetic field). This seems 
indicative of additional magnetic components present in the sample. Further work is 
needed to clarify possible influences arising from locally twisted sublattices with rot 
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Figure 1: STM measurements performed on the surface of as purchased HOPG 
sample. Presence of hexagonal moiré superlattices in locally twisted surficial-areas is 
shown in Fig.1A-D and Fig.1G. The locally twisted areas were found to exhibit moiré 
superlattices with periods D of ~ 0.5 nm ( rot of ~ 28.6º in Fig.1A-D) and D ~ 2 nm 
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( rot of ~ 7.08º in Fig.1G, H). LDOS spectra acquired from the areas exhibiting  rot 
of  
~28.6º are shown in Fig.1E,F while that acquired from the area exhibiting  rot of ~ 
7.08º is shown in Fig.1I. Broad peaks corresponding to the vHs were detected in the 
LDOS acquired from both the moiré areas. In particular, note the weaker intensity of 
the vHs observed for  rot of ~ 28.6º, which can be attributed to the much larger value 









Figure 2: STM measurements revealing presence of hexagonal moiré superlattices in 
locally twisted surficial-areas of HOPG (Fig.2A-C). These locally twisted areas were 
found to exhibit moiré superlattices with periods D of ~ 4 nm ( rot of ~ 3.6º in 
Fig.2A-C). LDOS spectra acquired from these areas ( rot of ~ 3.6º) are shown in 









Figure 3: In Fig.3A-E, detailed LDOS spectra acquired from the locally twisted areas 
exhibiting moiré superlattices with period D ~ 4 nm, corresponding to  rot of ~ 3.6º. 
Sharp peaks corresponding to the vHs were found. In Fig.3F the extracted vHs 
separation parameter is plotted for all the 5 analyses areas. Note the variation in the 
separation values, which possibly arises from local changes of the interlayer distances 
between graphene layers and/or from local variation in the thickness (i.e. periodic 












Figure 4: TEM analyses performed on lamellae exfoliated from internal regions 
(sublattices) of HOPG. Locally twisted areas exhibiting hexagonal moiré superlattices 
could be identified, as shown in Fig.4A-H (see magenta circles in Fig.4B). 
Superlattice periodicities D of ~ 13.87 nm in Fig.4D ( rot of ~ 1.02º), ~ 13.0 nm in 
Fig.4G,H ( rot of ~ 1.09º), ~ 12.65 nm in Fig.4E,F ( rot of ~ 1.12º) and ~ 2.03 nm in 
Fig.4E,F ( rot of ~ 7.0º) were found. In Fig.4G-H note the sudden disappearance of 
the D ~ 13.0 nm period. This observation highlights the locality of the twisting effect 
in the analysed lamella. Particularly in F, note the presence of multiple periodicities, 
indicative of multiple rotated interfaces coexisting in the same sublattices. Note that 
the average dimensions of the areas exhibiting the moiré superlattices were ~ 1 m x 











Figure 5: STM measurements revealing the presence of hexagonal moiré superlattices 
in other locally twisted surficial-areas of HOPG, in agreement with the TEM 
measurement in Fig.4. These locally twisted areas were found to exhibit moiré 
superlattices with periods D of ~ 8 nm ( rot of ~ 1.8º) as shown in A,B. LDOS spectra 
(E,F) were acquired through lines-acquisition from the areas shown in C,D 
respectively. Note the unusual appearance of 4 peaks corresponding to the vHs. 
Particularly, appearance of the peaks 1 and 4 seems to be an indicator of multiple 
rotational effects of internal sublattices, similarly to the case observed in Fig.4E,F. 
Instead, the peaks 2,3 are representative of hexagonal moiré superlattices with D ~ 
8nm, corresponding to  rot ~ 1.8º 
 




Figure 6: Extended analyses performed on the T-XRD dataset acquired from an 
HOPG sample with grade B and exhibiting negative thermal expansion [24]. 
Unknown peak-features (not presented in ref.24) were found at 2 ~ 21º (Fig.6A-C) 
and ~ 43
º 
(Fig.6A,D). Interestingly, the plots presented in Fig.6E,F (indicating the 
T-dependent variation of the 2 peak position) revealed a peak shift analogous to that 
of the 002 reflection in the T-range from T~160K to T~298K. Deviation from the 
trend reported in ref.24 was then found below T~160K. Interestingly the shift in the 
peaks observed for 2 ~ 21º (Fig.6E) and ~ 43 º (Fig.6F) was found to approximately 
saturate in the T-range from ~ 160K to 12K. This observation differs from the trend 
observed in the 002 peak, where an anomalous negative-thermal-expansion effect was 
found from ~12 K to ~50 K.  
 




Figure 7: TEM micrographs in Fig.7A-D, highlighting the presence of not-previously 
reported distortion of the hexagonal moiré superlattices in some areas of the 
exfoliated lamella; this is shown also in proximity of the lamellae edges (Fig.7D) by 
the dashed area. This effect can be identified as a possible indicator of topological 
disorder induced by the directional shear forces involved in the exfoliation process. In 
Fig.7E-G ZFC and FC magnetic signals and mFC-mZFC subtraction acquired from an 
exfoliated lamella exhibiting the enhanced topologically disordered areas. By 
subtracting the magnetic moment of the ZFC curve to the magnetic moment of the FC 
curve, a transition common to both the sample orientations could be detected at ~ 50K. 
Note however a significant anisotropic behaviour in the acquired signals, which 
indicates the presence of additional magnetic components possibly attributable to 
locally twisted graphene sublattices (for lamella layers-orientation perpendicular to 
the applied field).  
 
         
